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a b s t r a c t

The evolving Internet of Things is expected to enable realization of wireless sensor net-

works (WSNs) for a variety of applications. Energy efficiency and reliability are the key

criteria for the success of WSNs of IoT. In this article, a cooperative medium access con-

trol (MAC) framework is proposed for improving the performance and energy efficiency

of WSNs, while satisfying a given reliability constraint. The energy-reliability trade off is

achieved through a relay selection and power assignment algorithm, which is implemented

within the COMAC cooperative MAC protocol that enables the coordination of candidate

relays, calculation of the decision metrics, selection and actuation of the relay nodes with

optimal power levels for cooperation. The proposed cross-layer MAC framework is evalu-

ated in terms of energy costs as well as network performance metrics, in terms of through-

put, delay and overhead. It is shown that the network throughput can be improved signif-

icantly, while the energy consumption is reduced by at least two orders of magnitude as

compared to standard Zigbee WSNs, at negligibly small overhead and computational costs.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The term Internet of Things (IoT) refers to uniquely

identifiable objects and their virtual representations in

an internet-like structure. These objects can include any

kind of goods, such as buildings, cars, trains, planes, ma-

chines, industrial plants, human beings, animals and plants

or their body parts, all connected to form a smart envi-

ronment [1]. While IoT does not assume a specific com-

munication technology, in particular, wireless sensor net-

works (WSNs) will proliferate many applications and many

industries [2,3].

The current WSN technology has matured on Zigbee,

WirelessHART and ISA100.11a standards, which involve the

basic wireless communication and networking functions
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from IEEE 802.15.4 [4]. However, the success of IoT will

depend on the improved performance, mainly in relia-

bility and energy efficiency performance of WSNs [5,6].

The reliable delivery of sensor data plays a crucial role in

the WSNs of smart environments and IoT. The reliability

requirements may vary depending on the application or

the content of the data itself. For instance, for tempera-

ture monitoring in a smart home, a certain percentage of

data loss can be tolerated for delivering temperature data

within normal range; while a high temperature measure-

ment must be delivered at very high reliability, since it can

be the sign of a fire. In a health monitoring application, de-

livery of all the sensory data may require high reliability.

Reliability, as one of the Quality of Service (QoS) param-

eters, can be measured in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER),

Frame Error Rate (FER) or packet loss rate metrics. QoS

provisioning in wireless networks is achieved via resource

allocation [7], and resource allocation considering reliabil-

ity has been an important problem in all types of wireless

networks, such as third generation cellular systems [8]. For
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WSNs, as much as reliability, energy consumption is also

critical, since most of the sensor and wireless nodes are

battery powered. Energy efficiency is fundamentally de-

termined by the trade off between reliability and energy

costs, both of which are dependent on employed wireless

communication and medium access schemes.

The improvement of the wireless channel quality is

beneficial, not only from the communications perspective,

but also from the energy perspective, due to potential re-

duction in the energy costs of data transmission, recep-

tion, re-transmission(s) and interference. The quality of the

wireless channel can be significantly improved by antenna

diversity and multiple input multiple output techniques, as

the receiver is provided with multiple copies of the origi-

nal signal through independent fading paths, resulting in

diversity gain [9–11]. However, deploying and implement-

ing multiple antenna techniques on relatively small sen-

sor nodes is a challenge for WSNs of smart environments.

Hence, spatial diversity can only be achieved via cooper-

ative communication. In this technique, known as coop-

erative diversity, the antennas of neighboring nodes, i.e.,

relays or cooperators (the two terms are used interchange-

ably throughout the paper) around a sender node are uti-

lized and multiple nodes transmit cooperatively to a desti-

nation node forming a virtual antenna array, which results

in the desired diversity gain [12].

Cooperation has been shown to provide better energy

efficiency than that of direct transmissions, in particular

for cases where source-destination channel is not good

enough for direct transmissions [13,14]. Energy saving is

achieved as packet retransmissions from the source node

are avoided through cooperative transmissions, which also

boost the signal reception as a result of diversity gain.

Distributed implementation of cooperative communication

imposes extra challenges on system design, because the

energy savings provided by cooperative transmission may

degrade as a consequence of the energy cost incurred by

the cooperation initiation stage, where the cooperation set

is formed. The amount of energy savings provided by co-

operation depends on how many and which relays are se-

lected for cooperation and how much transmit power is

assigned to each relay. While transmit power allocation

is related to the physical layer, initiation and coordination

of cooperation is controlled by the medium access control

(MAC) layer.

Cooperative MAC design for WSNs requires a cross-layer

approach, which differs significantly from the conventional

MAC protocol design. Realizing cooperative communication

among nodes in a network requires the coordination of

multiple network layers, and calls for essential mod-

ifications on the design of the layers of the protocol

stack. In particular, the physical layer, which handles bit

level transmissions over the communication medium, the

medium access layer, which handles shared access to the

communication medium, and the network, or the routing

layer, which routes data across the network, should be

designed jointly [15–17]. Conventional MAC protocols aim

to coordinate and schedule the nodes’ transmissions to

minimize collisions and to reserve the medium to only a

single user at a given time, frequency or code dimension

[18]; while cooperation stems from the fact that possible
relays overhear the transmissions of communicating enti-

ties and they transmit the overheard signal in cooperation

with the source node [12]. The cooperative MAC requires

mechanisms for selection, coordination and actuation of

the cooperating nodes, and cooperative transmission of the

information, all of which cause extra messaging [19], and

increase in energy costs [13,14,19]. Therefore, cooperative

MAC design requires a thorough evaluation of energy

efficiency, quantifying how the performance gains brought

by cooperation compare to the energy costs, while the

QoS target is satisfied.

In WSN scenarios with low mobility, such as IoT in

smart homes, fading is quasi static and the channel can be

assumed to remain unchanged for multiple packet (frame)

durations, where the average BER is the best metric to

represent the reliability requirement. In this work, a co-

operative MAC framework is proposed for improving the

energy efficiency of such WSNs, and considering the BER

as the reliability metric, an optimal relay selection and

power assignment algorithm are implemented within the

Cooperative Medium Access Control (COMAC) protocol in a

distributed fashion. By detailed performance analysis, the

COMAC framework is shown to provide significant im-

provements over the existing, standard WSNs based on

Zigbee [4], by five to hundred times higher throughput, at

least one and up to three orders of magnitude lower delay

and two orders of magnitude smaller energy cost, which

make the proposed framework pivotal for WSNs in IoT

[3]. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• The COMAC framework is presented as an energy ef-

ficient MAC framework for implementing cooperation

with intelligent relay selection and actuation.

• Distributed relay selection and power assignment (D-

CSPA) algorithm that minimizes energy costs while

achieving reliability is implemented in the COMAC pro-

tocol.

• The candidate relays are coordinated, the relay selec-

tion metrics are calculated, and the optimal set of re-

lays and their optimal power levels are determined in a

distributed, iterative fashion with collision resolution.

• Significant energy savings are obtained by letting the

nodes that are unfeasible for cooperation to go into

sleep mode during the cooperation set formation pro-

cess.

• Energy efficiency of the COMAC framework is evaluated

realistically, considering the energy costs at both phys-

ical and MAC layers, as well as the computational en-

ergy costs of the algorithms, along with network per-

formance metrics. Our detailed simulations depict the

COMAC framework’s promise for significant improve-

ments in throughput and delay as well as significant

energy savings, as compared to the state of the art

WSNs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

presents a summary of the related works on coopera-

tive MAC. Section 3 includes the preliminaries, the re-

lay selection and optimal power assignment algorithm,

i.e., D-CSPA for a given BER requirement. Section 4

presents the proposed COMAC framework with Available to
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COoperate (ACO) timer design, ACO collision resolution and

cooperative sleep features to enable D-CSPA operation in

an energy efficient way. Section 5 presents the perfor-

mance of COMAC with D-CSPA with detailed simulations

and Section 6 provides our conclusions.

2. Related work

In the literature, existing cooperative MAC protocols ei-

ther rely on very complex physical layer models, which

necessitate compromises at the MAC layer design lead-

ing to inaccurate performance analysis, or very simplistic

physical layer models that obfuscate the underlying chal-

lenges on cross-layer MAC design and operation. In [20]

and [21], comprehensive surveys on cooperative MAC pro-

tocols are provided. In [22], an adaptive method based on

distributed timers is proposed to select and actuate the

best relay among many possible relays. For densely de-

ployed networks, this method requires a long period of si-

lence (no transmission) during the relay selection epoch,

which degrades the throughput performance considerably.

In [23], cooperative transmissions are employed to provide

diversity gain to a collision resolution protocol presented

in [24]. In [25–27], the authors propose a cooperative MAC

protocol that exploits randomized distributed space time

codes (RDSTC) for opportunistic on-the-fly relay selection.

The main shortcomings of the cooperative MAC protocols

in the literature are that they either disregard the burden

of MAC messaging [28,29] or they do not investigate the

energy costs of actuating relays [25–27,30].

Relay selection problem for cooperative transmission

has also been studied within a mathematical framework. In

[31], a Markov decision process framework is proposed for

adjusting the transmission powers and transmission prob-

abilities in the source and relay nodes to achieve the high-

est network throughput per unit of consumed energy in a

cooperative system that employs slotted Aloha as the MAC

protocol. Furthermore, a decentralized partially observable

Markov decision process model for selecting the relays to

perform the cooperative retransmission is studied in [32].

QoS and fairness in WSNs have been investigated in

[33], where the authors propose a slotted-aloha based ultra

wide band (UWB) MAC protocol with cooperative retrans-

missions that provides differentiated QoS in networks with

varying traffic classes. In [34], a simple MAC layer cooper-

ation retransmission scheme that takes in account fairness

is studied. Furthermore, in [35], the authors investigate the

optimal cooperation strategies in the absence of coordina-

tion message passing between relays in order to maximize

the system throughput and reduce the control packet over-

head while considering the UWB unique properties such as

fine ranging and immunity to small scale fading.

Whereas the above mentioned works rely on source ini-

tiated cooperative transmissions, the following works focus

on receiver initiated cooperation. In [16], the authors study

a cross-layer analytical model for the study of network

coding based Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) MAC pro-

tocols in correlated slow-fading environments, where two

end nodes are assisted by a cluster of relays to exchange

data packets. In [36], the authors study a collision avoid-

ance mechanism, altruistic back-off, that aims to avoid col-
lisions before the transmission of a beacon in receiver-

initiated MAC protocols for WSNs. In [37], the authors pro-

pose a network-coding based cooperative ARQ MAC proto-

col for WSNs that coordinates the retransmissions among

a set of relay nodes which act as helpers in a bidirectional

communication.

Among our previous related works, [38] introduces the

first version of the COMAC protocol, which enables coop-

eration with only a single relay, assuming that it is al-

ready known as the best neighbor for cooperation, and

[39] presents a simple extension to support multiple re-

lays, where the relays are selected randomly. In [40], CO-

MAC with a single relay is implemented in a wireless

model based predictive networked control system, and it

is shown that by cooperation, even with a single relay

node, the challenges of the wireless control problem can

be alleviated and the performance of the industrial control

network can be significantly improved. However, none of

these works addresses the reliability-energy trade off, op-

timal relay selection or power assignment for energy ef-

ficiency. In [41], we have investigated the energy optimal

joint relay selection and power allocation problem, consid-

ering cooperation in a wireless environment with high mo-

bility, i.e., fast fading, where the channel conditions change

several times within a frame duration. In that work, the

reliability requirement reflecting the quality of the cooper-

ative link is measured in terms of FER. The proposed al-

gorithms in that work cannot be directly applied in WSNs

with low mobility, where fading is slower, since the chan-

nel remains unchanged for a number of frames. For such

channels, the link quality is best described by the average

BER which is constant per frame. With the same reasoning,

the solutions from [41] cannot be implemented in a MAC

protocol designed for slow fading. In this work, the re-

lay selection and power assignment algorithm is designed

with BER as the reliability constraint, and the algorithm

is implemented in the COMAC protocol along with addi-

tional energy saving features, resulting in an energy effi-

cient cross layer framework for WSNs with low mobility.

3. Preliminaries: relay selection and power assignment

with BER QoS

In this section, the optimal relay selection and power

assignment problem and solution in [41] is revised after

considering BER as the reliability constraint. The reader is

may refer to [42] for the details of this formulation with

BER requirement.

In the system model, we consider N relay nodes in the

neighborhood of a source node, S, which communicates

with the destination node, D, as shown in Fig. 1. N neigh-

boring nodes can be arranged in 2N − 1 different possible

cooperation sets (excluding the empty set, which repre-

sents direct transmission) to help the source. Let us con-

sider the possible sets with r cooperators, which makes up(
N
r

)
different sets. Let Cr, j be the jth cooperation set with r

relays such that j = 1, 2, . . . ,
(

N
r

)
, and r denotes the cardi-

nality of the cooperation set, i.e., r = |Cr, j|, and r = 1, . . . , N.

As an example, C1,i refers to ith cooperation set with 1 re-

lay, and C1,1 = {R1}, C1,2 = {R2}, . . . , C1,N = {RN}, and like-

wise C2,1 = {R1, R2}, C2,2 = {R1, R3}, . . . , C2,(N
2)

= {RN−1, RN},
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Fig. 1. System model.

1 Average BER approximation is also presented and utilized in the FER

calculation in [41].
2 Note that, here, the energy cost of only the physical layer operations

is taken into account. Since potential MAC layer costs are common to all

nodes, they are not included in the objective function. However, the MAC

layers costs are later included in the energy calculations in the perfor-

mance analysis.
and CN,1 = {R1, R2, . . . , RN}. Note that, r is an unknown,

which we aim to find optimally in this paper. In addi-

tion, in our solution, those cooperators are selected opti-

mally among the neighbor nodes, which have successfully

decoded the source signal.

Considering the cooperation sets with r relays, the pos-

sible cooperation sets can be listed as: Cr, 0, Cr, 1, . . . , C
r,(N

r )
,

where Cr, j is the jth cooperation set. Assuming cooper-

ation is performed with set Cr, j, first the source node,

S transmits a frame with an energy-per-bit level of Eb

Joules/bit, which is phase 1. In phase 2, the nodes in Cr, j,

cooperatively transmit the decoded-and-regenerated frame

together with S to the destination over orthogonal chan-

nels. Here, each cooperator Ri in the cooperator set adjusts

its transmission energy-per-bit to a level equal to ρr, j(i)Eb

J/b, where ρr, j(i) denotes the relay’s relative power level

with respect to S’s power level, such that 0 ≤ ρr, j(i) ≤ 1,

Ri ∈ Cr, j. The power vector, ρ j involves the relative power

level of the corresponding relay node in the cooperation

set.

For the wireless channel, independent Rayleigh fad-

ing is assumed for all channels. Given the coefficients for

source destination (SD), source relay (SR) and relay des-

tination (RD) channels, for instance for relay Ri, are f, gi,

hi, respectively, the mean channel gains are given as σ 2
f
,

σ 2
gi

and σ 2
hi

, respectively. Assuming identical additive white

Gaussian noise on all channels with power spectral den-

sity of No, the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)

for SD, SR and RD channels are found as, γ f = |f2|Eb/N0,

γgi
= |gi

2|Eb/N0, and γhi
= |hi

2|ρr, j(i)Eb/N0, respectively. For

the same channels, the average statistics are given as, γ̄ f =
σ 2

fi
Eb/N0, γ̄gi

= σ 2
gi

Eb/N0, and γ̄hi
= σ 2

hi
ρr, j(i)Eb/N0.

Due to quasi static fading of low mobility WSNs consid-

ered in this work, it can be safely assumed that the chan-

nel coherence time is long enough, so that the channel co-

efficients, mean channel gains and resulting average BER,

remain unchanged for several frames within a frame ex-

change sequence. Assuming BPSK modulation, the average

BER of the cooperative system has been derived as [42]:

P̄b(Cr, j,ρr, j) = P̄b(γ̄� )Q(Cr, j) + P̄b(γ̄ f )Q ′(Cr, j), (1)

where P̄b(γ̄� ) is the average BER of cooperative transmis-

sion, which is an r+1 MISO system, with BPSK modulation

subject to Rayleigh fading. For the calculation of this BER
value, the following approximation is obtained in [42]1:

P̄b(γ̄� ) ≈
[

1

π

∫ π/2

0

(sin φ)2(r+1)

sin
2 φ + γ̄ f

dφ

] ∏
Ri∈Cr, j

1

1 + γ̄hi

. (2)

P̄b(γ̄ f ), the average BER of the SD channel is obtained as

[43],

P̄b(γ̄ f ) = 1

2

(
1 −

√
γ̄ f /(1 + γ̄ f )

)
, (3)

and with γ th given as the average SNR threshold for suc-

cessful decode-and-regenerate operation, the Q term de-

notes the probability that all relays in C(r, j) can decode-

and-regenerate source’s transmission and Q′ denotes the

complement event, obtained as:

Q(Cr, j) =
∏

Ri∈Cr, j

e−γth/γ̄gi , (4)

Q
′
(Cr, j) = 1 −

∏
Ri∈Cr, j

e−γth/γ̄gi . (5)

The energy consumption model of the cooperative

system considers the energy consumed by source, relay

and destination nodes. For the energy cost, we calculate

the energy-per-bit cost, which is the amount of energy

needed to successfully transmit one bit to the destination.

The source node transmits with the maximum avail-

able energy-per-bit level, Eb, calculated as Eb = εtαdα ,

where εtα is the energy-per-bit-meterα at the transmit

amplifier and α is the path loss coefficient [44]. Given

the average BER target Pth, d represents the maximum

source-destination separation that allows successful com-

munication. Furthermore, it is assumed that for all nodes,

Et and Er represent the energy-per-bit spent at transmit

and receive circuitries, respectively. Based on these as-

sumptions and findings, the total energy-per-bit cost of

cooperative system with relay set Cr, j and power vector

ρr, j is given as:

εr, j(ρr, j) =
(

1 +
∑

Ri∈Cr, j

ρr, j(i)

)
Eb + (r + 1)Et + (2r + 1)Er.

(6)

The first term in (6) is the energy consumed in the

transmit amplifiers of the source and the cooperator nodes,

and the second term is the transmit circuitry energy con-

sumption in these nodes. The third term involves the

energy consumed at the receiver circuitries, considering

receptions at r cooperators during phase 1 and (r+1) recep-

tions at the destination in phase 2. Since only the nodes

that can successfully decode the source transmission can

participate in cooperation, energy cost due to error propa-

gation is obliterated, and hence it is not considered in (6).

The COMAC framework aims to find the group of re-

lays and actuate them with optimal power levels so as to

minimize the total energy consumption2 while satisfying a
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target average BER, Pth, which results in the following op-

timization problem:

argminCr, j ,ρr, j
E(ρ) (7)

s.t. P̄b(Cr, j,ρr, j) ≤ Pth, (7a)

0 ≤ ρr, j(i) ≤ 1, ∀Ri ∈ Cr, j, (7b)

0 ≤ r ≤ N, ∀Cr, j ⊆ R. (7c)

Note that E(ρ) represents the total energy costs in-

curred by possible cooperations sets, Cr, j with power as-

signment vector ρr, j, as given in (6). Thus, the objective in

(7) is to find the energy minimizing cooperation set and

the power levels of the cooperators.

Observing the total energy cost in (6), it can be in-

ferred the transmit and receive circuit energy terms de-

pend merely on the number of relays and the total en-

ergy cost of cooperation with r relays can be minimized

by optimal assignment of transmit power levels. Hence, the

problem in (7) can be solved in two parts as follows. For a

given a relay set Cr, j, the optimal power vector ρ∗
r, j

can be

obtained by solving,

min
∑

Ri∈Cr, j

ρr, j(i) (8)

s.t. P̄b(Cr, j,ρr, j) ≤ Pth, (8a)

0 ≤ ρr, j(i) ≤ 1, ∀Ri ∈ Cr, j.

Next, the optimal cooperation set can be obtained from,

argminCr, j ,0<r≤NE(ρ) (9)

s.t. P̄b(Cr, j,ρ
∗
r, j) ≤ Pth, (9a)

r = 1, · · · , N.

The optimal relative power assignment vector for a

given relay set Cr, j is obtained as the solution for the first

problem (8) via the Lagrangian relaxation method in [42]

as follows:

ρ∗
r, j = 1

γ̄ f

(
�(Cr, j, γ̄ f )

∏
Rk∈Cr, j

σ 2
f

σ 2
hk

)1/r

−
σ 2

f

σ 2
hk
γ̄ f

, (10)

where

�(Cr, j, γ̄ f ) �
�(r, γ̄ f )Q(Cr, j)

Pth − P̄b(γ̄ f )Q ′ (Cr, j)
,

�(r, γ̄ f ) �
1

π

∫ π/2

0

(sin φ)2(r+1)

sin
2 φ + γ̄ f

dφ,

with Pb(γ̄ f ), Q and Q′ are calculated via equations from (3)

to (5). Note that, here the average BER of the cooperative

system is in the constraint of the above optimization

problems, and its approximation in (2) facilitates the

calculation of the closed form solution for the optimal

power vector.

The second part of the problem in (9) evaluates the to-

tal cost of all possible relay sets Cr, j with optimal power

assignment, and determines the set that satisfies the re-

liability requirement with minimum energy cost. The re-

sulting solution algorithm from these two joint problems

is named as Optimal Cooperator Selection and Power As-

signment (O-CSPA). O-CSPA is designed for fast fading sys-

tems with reliability constraint in terms of FER in [41], and
for slower fading systems with BER constraint in [42]. The

distributed implementation, namely, Distributed Coopera-

tor Selection and Power Assignment (D-CSPA) algorithm al-

lows for incremental implementation, where the algorithm

starts with the smallest cooperation set with one relay, and

increasing the number of relays one by one, all relay sets

with optimal power allocation vector are evaluated, until

the set that satisfies the BER (or FER) target with minimum

energy consumption is found. D-CSPA has been shown to

provide similar performance to O-CSPA in various scenar-

ios and settings, as shown in [41] and [42], where the algo-

rithms are evaluated assuming a perfect MAC. This paper’s

main scope and contribution is the MAC layer design and

implementation of D-CSPA, resulting in the COMAC frame-

work for low mobility WSNs with BER requirement.

4. Cooperative MAC framework: COMAC with relay

selection and power assignment

The energy optimal distributed cooperator selection

and power assignment (D-CSPA) algorithm is implemented

in the COMAC protocol in three main stages: (i) Reser-

vation stage, where the medium is reserved and SD, SR

and RD channels are estimated, as the cooperative data

transmission request is sent by the source node and re-

sponse received from the destination node, (ii) Available to

COoperate (ACO) epoch, where the announcements of the

candidate relays are transmitted, additional relay channels

are measured, and D-CSPA algorithm is implemented so

that the optimal cooperation set is formed with optimal

power assignments, and (iii) the cooperative transmission

stage, where the source and the selected relays transmit

at the assigned power levels to the destination.

Considering a typical cooperative system, as depicted in

Fig. 1, with a source and destination and N relay nodes,

the COMAC frame exchange sequence is depicted in Fig. 2.

In designing COMAC, we propose modifications on IEEE

802.11 MAC protocol [45], so that its reservation and vir-

tual carrier sensing features can be utilized with new

packet structures. All COMAC frames, in their headers con-

tain a Duration field that specifies the total time required

for the frame to be delivered and acknowledged, and sim-

ilar to the IEEE 802.11 protocol, the stations listening to

the wireless medium obtain the Duration field from each

incoming frame and set their Network Allocation Vector

(NAV) to this value, specifying how long a station must

wait before access. In the COMAC protocol the nodes that

do not participate in cooperation defer and they do not ac-

cess the medium for the NAV duration as depicted in Fig. 2.

Calculation of the durations for different packets can be

found in [46].

The reservation stage starts as the source node sends

a Cooperative Request To Send (C-RTS) packet to reserve

the medium, similar to RTS of IEEE 802.11; however here

the packet type indicates the start of cooperative transmis-

sion. Receiving the C-RTS packet, the destination and relay

nodes estimate the average SNR values for SD and SR chan-

nels, γ̄gi
and γ̄ f , respectively. If the average SNR of the SD

channel is lower than the SNR threshold value for satisfy-

ing BER QoS, then the destination concludes that cooper-

ation is necessary. Similarly, each relay infers that it is a
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Fig. 2. COMAC frame exchange sequence.
candidate for cooperation if the average SNR estimate for

its SR link is larger than the SNR threshold. As a response

to the C-RTS packet, the destination node sends the Co-

operative CTS (C-CTS) packet, which is a modified version

of the CTS packet of IEEE 802.11 with an additional field

carrying the average SNR value of the SD link. Receiving

the C-CTS packet, the source node and the relay nodes ob-

tain the average SNR of the SD channel (by estimation and

reading from the packet, respectively) and determine the

necessity of cooperation.

Upon deciding for cooperation, the source node starts

the timer for the ACO epoch, where each candidate relay

node starts an individual timer, which is a multiple of an

ACO slot (calculation of slot duration can be found in [46])

for sending an ACO packet, which is a newly defined con-

trol packet including the list of nodes in the most recent

cooperation set, the current optimal power vector, the av-

erage SNR of the SD, SR and RD links. The individual ACO

timers for the candidate relays help not only to prevent

collisions of the ACO packets, but also to arbitrate and pri-

oritize the relays for implementing the D-CSPA algorithm.

Upon receiving an ACO packet, a candidate relay can be in

two states: (1) It has already sent an ACO, so with the new

ACO, this node just updates the cooperation set and ob-

tains its new power assignment, and (2) If the relay has

not sent its ACO packet yet (which means its ACO timer

has not expired yet), then it reconsiders its cooperation de-

cision as follows: If the existing cooperation set does not

satisfy the BER requirement, then this new relay joins co-

operation without checking the energy costs. If the existing

cooperation set already satisfies the BER requirement, then

this relay checks whether it can decrease the energy-per-

bit cost of the cooperative system. If so, then relay decides

to join cooperation; otherwise, then this relay cancels its

ACO timer and goes to idle state. Having decided to join

cooperation, the relay adds itself to the cooperation set,

modifies the relative power assignment vector, and starts

its ACO timer again for sending its first ACO packet.

At the end of the ACO epoch, if a cooperator set could

not be determined due to ACO collisions or the existing

cooperation set cannot satisfy the BER requirement, i.e.,

when the source node decides that the optimal coopera-

tion set is not found, the relay and destination nodes are
informed by the source node via an INFO packet, which

is a packet introduced within COMAC. In INFO packet, the

source node announces whether (i) its call for cooperation

is aborted, meaning that the source reverts back to direct

transmission, or (ii) it calls for another ACO-epoch. If the

source reverts back to direct transmission, relay nodes re-

set their ACO timers, go to idle state, and the source sends

the DATA packet to the destination without cooperation.

However, if the source calls for repetition of ACO-epoch,

then having received the INFO packet, the relay and desti-

nation nodes know that the ACO epoch, say ACO-I, is not

successful and another ACO epoch, say ACO-II, will follow,

so they update their NAV timers accordingly. Note that al-

though ACO timer mechanism helps avoid ACO collisions,

collisions may still occur due to erroneous channel infor-

mation, or lack of channel state information. Fig. 3 depicts

the frame exchange sequence in case the first ACO epoch

fails due to collision and a second ACO epoch is initiated

by the source node to form a cooperation set. In our pro-

posed scheme, it is assumed that source reverts back to

direct transmission at the end of ACO-I only if there has

no ACO transmission, i.e., no candidate relay is announced.

However, in case of failed ACO-I, it is assumed that the

source always calls for ACO-II.

In order to successfully differentiate ACO timers in the

second ACO epoch, we propose to use the instantaneous

RD link power levels, which may be obtained through C-

CTS, assuming that channel is symmetric. However, if this

channel information is not available, the relay node needs

to introduce an extra random back off duration to its pre-

viously used timer value. When the ACO-II results in an

optimal cooperation set, the source node sends the data

packet as phase 1 of cooperative transmission. Otherwise,

the source node reverts back to direct transmission, as de-

picted in Fig. 3. It should be noted that a candidate relay

sends at most 2 ACO messages, one in ACO-I, and one in

ACO-II, only if cooperation set formation has failed in ACO-

I. In case, a feasible cooperation set cannot be found at the

end of both ACO epochs, then the source node reverts back

to direct transmission.

Let us consider an example scenario to elaborate on the

formation of the optimal cooperation set, where N neigh-

boring nodes receive C-RTS and C-CTS, successfully, and
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Fig. 3. Frame exchange with ACO collision resolution.
find out that their involvement in cooperation would ei-

ther help the source node to successfully send its packet

to the destination (which would otherwise be unsuccessful

due to SD channel condition), or help decrease the total

energy-per-bit cost of source-destination communication.

Each of these N relays initiates a timer at the expiration of

which relay sends an ACO message. The duration of ACO

timer is correlated with the energy saving the relay would

bring, shorter the duration the better the relay. The details

on the ACO timer mechanism are explained in Section 4.1.

Let us assume that timer for R1 expires first, hence relay

node R1 sends its ACO packet. This packet includes the rel-

ative power assignment vector ρ∗
1,1. R1 also informs other

nodes about its channel statistics, i.e., σg1
and σh1

. Now, in-

side the cooperation set there is only one relay, R1. When

other relays hear the ACO message from R1, they know

that R1 is in the cooperation set, they reconsider their deci-

sion, and they recalculate relative power assignment vector

based on the information received from R1. If previous co-

operation set is not feasible or if total energy-per-bit cost

of the system can be further decreased by participation of

Ri into the cooperation, relay Ri favors to cooperate. For ex-

ample, assuming that the next candidate relay in order is

R2, then its ACO timer will expire next and R2 will send

its ACO packet. Upon receiving the ACO message from R2,

the other relays will know the latest cooperation set, rela-

tive power assignment vector and the channel information

(σg1
, σh1

, σg2
, σh2

) of the relays in the current cooperation

set R1, R2, and each candidate relay applies the same pro-

cedure described above in determining whether or not to

join the cooperation set. If a relay decides to join cooper-

ation, it sends its ACO packet with the new power assign-

ments. If, after hearing an ACO packet, such as from R2, a

node decides not to cooperate, it cancels its previous ACO

timer and goes to idle state. As this procedure is repeated

iteratively, the optimal cooperator set is formed incremen-

tally and the search is completed by the end of the ACO

epoch.

Having formed the optimal cooperation set and as-

signed optimal power levels, the source node starts coop-

erative transmission by sending the data packet in phase 1.

In phase 2, the source and the nodes in the cooperation
set cooperatively transmit the data packet to the destina-

tion node over orthogonal channels, such as using Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA) or Time Division Multi-

ple Access (TDMA), at the assigned optimal power levels.

When the destination node successfully receives the co-

operatively transmitted packet, it sends a Cooperative Ac-

knowledgement (C-ACK) packet. The source node receiv-

ing the C-ACK packet infers that cooperative transmission

is completed with success. Otherwise, the C-ACK packet is

not sent, and the source node initiates a retransmission in

cooperation mode.

In summary, each relay makes its own decision in a dis-

tributed manner and it sends its decision and calculations

via the ACO packet. Also, in the ACO packet D-CSPA algo-

rithm metrics such as channel statistics, current coopera-

tor set and optimal power vector are disseminated among

all candidates, so they can recalculate their metrics. There-

fore, successful delivery of the ACO packets is crucial for

accurate implementation of the D-CSPA algorithm. For one

thing, collisions of ACO packets should be prevented. Sec-

ond, candidate relays should be prioritized, such that they

are included earlier in the cooperation set. For this pur-

pose, in the COMAC framework, four types of ACO timers

are designed to coordinate the transmissions of the candi-

date relays, as explained next.

4.1. ACO timer design

The design of the ACO timer, which determines the

time each ACO message is transmitted, is essential not only

for successfully differentiating the ACO packets of the re-

lays from each other, but also for forming the best coop-

eration set. Here, we propose four timer schemes which

differ with respect to the set of channel state and power

assignment information utilized for determining the trans-

mit times of the ACO messages.

4.1.1. Ideal predefined ACO timer values (τ 1)

In this design, each relay node has a predefined timer

value, so that the relays in a cooperation set transmit their

ACO packets in the ideal order determined by the chan-

nel characteristics of the relays. This timer design results
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in optimal cooperator selection and leads to most efficient

energy consumption, while also completely eliminating the

possibility of ACO collisions. However, it is only applica-

ble for cases when the instantaneous and average chan-

nel statistics of nodes are precisely known and static, so

that the ideal order of relays can be successfully calculated

beforehand.

4.1.2. ACO timer based on random slot assignment (τ 2)

This timer does not utilize any information on chan-

nel state and power assignment, as opposed to the ideal

predefined ACO timer. In this design, each relay node only

randomly chooses one of the ACO slots inside the ACO

epoch, which may lead to multiple candidate relays to

choose the same ACO slot, resulting in collisions. Also,

since relay selection is totally random, a relay with large

cooperation cost may be selected, instead of a more energy

efficient relay. This scheme cannot promise selection of the

optimal cooperator set, while preventing ACO collisions to

some extent. The strength of this timer is in its simplicity.

4.1.3. ACO timer based on power assignment (τ 3)

The energy-efficiency provided by COMAC depends on

the delivery of the ACO packets from the more qualified

candidate cooperators before the less qualified ones, since

the cooperator set is formed incrementally by adding a

new candidate each time an ACO is delivered. In this de-

sign, the ACO timer is used for optimally arranging the

order of candidate relays to participate in cooperation, so

that (1) the resulting relay order should favor the mini-

mal total energy consumption of the cooperative system,

and (2) the ACO timer should minimize ACO collisions. Our

main motivation is to reduce the total energy consumption

of the cooperative system, which is defined in (6). Since

the total energy consumption of cooperative system is pro-

portional to the relative power assignment vector of re-

lay nodes. In this timer, we propose to utilize the relative

power assignment values of the relays, ρ1, 1(i), as the met-

ric to build an effective ACO timer.

The relay nodes can calculate their timers after receiv-

ing the C-CTS packet, as the power assignments are cal-

culated for each relay (as if it is the only relay in the co-

operation set). Hence, each relay determines its ACO timer

based on its average channel conditions only. Calculation

of the ACO timer value for relay node Ri can be general-

ized as:

ti = βρκ
1,1(i) (11)

Here, the parameters β and κ help to adjust timer to

support optimal timer functionality for all scenarios. Re-

lays with low ρ1, 1 values are expected to be more energy

efficient, so they should transmit their ACO packets earlier.

Therefore, the timer value should be decreasing as ρ1, 1 de-

creases, which can be provided by selecting positive val-

ues for the exponent κ . Second, the collisions should be

minimized. Note that ACO packet collisions are observed

when the minimum difference between ACO timers of re-

lays is larger than the maximum propagation delay in the

network. By considering node distributions over different

topologies (horizontal, vertical and square grid), optimal
power assignments and ACO timers are computed consid-

ering different values of (β , κ), and the probability of colli-

sions for each (β , κ) is obtained. After extensive simulation

experiments in [46], the parameter values that minimize

ACO collision probability have been selected as β = 1/4

and κ = 1/4.

4.1.4. ACO timer based on power assignment and

instantaneous channel power (τ 4)

The previous timer favors the relays with lower rela-

tive power assignment values to join the cooperation set

earlier than others. This model works fine for selecting op-

timal relays. However, when candidate relays are located

at symmetrical positions with respect to both source and

destination nodes, which could happen in a grid topology,

such relays’ ACO timer values can be similar. Since the av-

erage channel statistics of those nodes would also be sim-

ilar, ACO collisions can be observed. As a remedy for this

problem, τ 3 is modified, so that the instantaneous power

level measured over the RD link, PRD, is also considered

in addition to the relative power assignments. Due to in-

dependent fading across different nodes, the instantaneous

power of the signal received over the RD link will be dif-

ferent for different relay nodes even when they are sym-

metrically located, and the collisions will be prevented.

In the new metric, the RD channel power is normal-

ized with respect to the SD channel power, PSD, added to

τ 3. The parameters of this additional term are again se-

lected for minimizing ACO collisions, after extensive sim-

ulations considering various topologies [46]. The resulting

ACO timer for relay Ri is calculated as:

ti = 0.25(ρ1,1(i))
1/4 + 0.2

(
PSD(i)

PRD

)1/4

. (12)

4.2. Cooperative sleep feature

The COMAC framework by nature, minimizes the en-

ergy cost of cooperative transmission mainly by employ-

ing D-CSPA. Considering the protocol operation, COMAC re-

duces energy costs by avoiding data collisions with the

reservation stage and virtual carrier sensing. Furthermore,

the intelligent ACO timers minimize ACO collisions by co-

ordinating the transmissions of the candidate relays. Addi-

tionally the ACO collision resolution feature quickly takes

care of ACO collisions, helping to form the optimal cooper-

ative set and to enable cooperation. However, idle listening

in the protocol can still consume a significant amount of

energy, since all nodes stay in idle state in order to receive

possible incoming packets [47].

We propose that the relay nodes that will not cooper-

ate, to go to sleep and to wake up only after the cooper-

ative transmissions. Specifically, each node makes its deci-

sion to go to sleep after three instances: upon receiving a

C-CTS packet, upon receiving an ACO packet and at the end

of the ACO epoch upon receiving the INFO packet.

Upon receiving the C-CTS packet, a relay node learns

about the transmission mode, whether it is direct or co-

operative. In case of direct transmission, the relay can go

to sleep until the end of the direct transmission. In case of

cooperative transmission, after the C-CTS, if a relay infers
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Fig. 4. Radio states with sleep feature.
that it will not participate in the cooperation, it will go to

sleep until the end of the ACO epoch.

The relays that are potential candidates after C-CTS, set

their ACO timers, and wait for their turn in the ACO epoch,

while observing transmitted ACO packets by other candi-

dates. Upon receiving an ACO packet, if a candidate relay

decides that it should not be included in the (best) coop-

erator set, it sets its NAV timer until the end of the ACO

epoch and goes to sleep. Otherwise, it remains in idle state

to update its calculations for D-CSPA and later takes part in

cooperation.

When the NAV timer expires at the end of the ACO

epoch, a new NAV/sleep timer will be set depending on the

packet sent by the source node: If a data packet is trans-

mitted by the source node, then this is phase 1 of cooper-

ative transmission, and the relay is not included in the fi-

nal cooperator set, its NAV/sleep timer is set until the end

of C-ACK of cooperative transmission. If the source node

sends an INFO packet indicating that it is reverting to di-

rect transmission, NAV/sleep timer is set until the end of

the ACK of direct transmission. If the INFO packet indicates

a second ACO epoch for collision resolution, if the relay is

not a candidate, again its NAV/sleep timer is set until the

end of the ACO epoch and it is to be re-considered simi-

larly after it expires. Clearly, the relay nodes that are se-

lected in the final cooperator set do not go to sleep.

The setting of the NAV timer upon reception of differ-

ent packets is shown in Fig. 2. Note that, the additional in-

ter frame spacings and propagation delays are included for

each NAV timer. Fig. 4 illustrates the radio states for a re-

lay node that does not participate in cooperation and how

it goes to sleep. In this scenario, the relay node receives C-

RTS and C-CTS, and it is a candidate relay that decides not

to cooperate upon receiving an ACO packet from another

relay node.

5. Performance evaluation

The performance of the COMAC framework with dis-

tributed cooperator selection and power assignment (D-

CSPA) is evaluated via extensive simulations, in compari-

son to standard non-cooperative Zigbee WSN technology

based on IEEE 802.15.4 [4], by observing throughput, de-

lay and energy performance along with overhead costs.

The simulations are carried out using ns-2, where the CO-

MAC framework is modeled with the COMAC protocol im-

plemented as the MAC layer, and for physical layer IEEE
802.15.4 air interface is modeled with cooperation at the

packet level. For the Zigbee WSN, IEEE 802.15.4 physical

layer with direct (non-cooperative) transmission and IEEE

802.15.4 MAC is modeled with RTS/CTS feature, so that the

compared cooperative and non-cooperative schemes are

both based on CSMA/CA with reservations.

For the wireless channel, we implemented the two-

ray ground path loss model with α=4, and all channels,

SD, SRi and RiD ∀i, are assumed to undergo independent

Rayleigh fading with average power levels, σ 2
f
, σ 2

gi
and σ 2

hi

that are determined based on node separations. The val-

ues for Eb, Et, Er, N0 and maximum SD separation for di-

rect communication are chosen in accordance with [48]

and maximum transmission power is set to 1 mW. At each

receiver, the decode-and-regenerate threshold, γ th, is set

to 20 dB above the receive (sensitivity) threshold given

in [48], above which a packet is considered to be re-

ceived successfully. The cooperation model at the receiver

assumes orthogonal channels with maximal ratio combin-

ing, which enhances the received SNR level by the diversity

gain.

In the simulations, we consider square grid, horizontal

and vertical topologies, as shown in Fig. 5, and a random

topology. Note that vertical and horizontal node deploy-

ments can be encountered in pipeline or border surveil-

lance applications, where nodes are communicating with

another node on the path to the base station; whereas

square grid node deployments are typical for habitat mon-

itoring applications, and random node deployments can be

encountered in surveillance applications in hostile environ-

ments, where nodes are dispersed randomly in the region

of interest [49].

In the simulations, a source node generates packets to

a destination node according to a Poisson process with a

rate of 125 kbps, such that the source node always has a

packet in its buffer to send to the destination node. In each

case, we consider 10 nodes, which are all in the coverage

range of each other, i.e., all nodes can be reached over a

single hop through a direct or cooperative link. The size of

data packets is 128 bytes, and maximum data transmission

rate is 250 kbps in accordance with [4]. The size of the

control packets is set as 16 bytes for C-RTS and ACO, 14

bytes for C-CTS and ACK packets, which are large enough

to carry the channel state information and power vectors

for the implementation of D-CSPA. The control packets, C-

RTS, C-CTS, ACO, ACK and C-ACK are assumed to be de-

livered reliably (except for ACO collisions), so as to clearly
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Fig. 5. Nodes deployed in grid topology.

Table 1

Simulation parameters.

Max. data rate 250 kbps BER thrd. 10−4

C-RTS, ACO, INFO 16 B Rx sens. −95 dBm

C-CTS, ACK 14 B Carrier sens. thd. −75 dBm

SlotTime 320 μ s Packet size 128 B

SIFS 192 μ s Tx Power 1 mW

Fig. 6. Energy-per-bit-cost of COMAC with D-CSPA in square grid

topology.
observe the impact and improvements of cooperation on

data transmission. The reliability QoS, target BER in the ex-

periments is set as Pth = 10−4, and each experiment spans

simulation duration of 50 s. The simulation parameters are

summarized in Table 1.

5.1. COMAC with D-CSPA

In the first set of experiments, we investigate the per-

formance of the COMAC framework with distributed coop-

erator selection and power assignment by evaluating the

system in terms of energy costs, throughput, delay and

overhead. We start with the energy performance of COMAC

with D-CSPA in comparison to COMAC with random coop-

erator selection (denoted as R-CS) and COMAC with only

optimal cooperator selection (denoted as O-CS), as well as

the direct transmission over Zigbee WSN. Despite imple-

menting cooperation via COMAC, R-CS and O-CS schemes

do not perform optimal power assignment, and all nodes

transmit at the maximum power level. The goal of this

experiment is to demonstrate the effect of relay selec-

tion and power assignment in an idealistic setting, where

ACO transmissions are collision free and the ACO timers

are set as predefined ideal values (τ 1). Fig. 6 depicts the

energy-per-bit cost of COMAC schemes obtained as a func-

tion of the average SNR of the SD channel in the square

grid topology. Here, the total energy is calculated by con-

sidering all packets (control and data), transmission power

levels, transmit and receive energies as well as the num-

ber of all involved nodes, and then this total is divided to
the number of successfully received bits at the destination,

to obtain energy-per-bit cost. As the quality of the SD link

improves, lower number of relays are needed, hence en-

ergy levels decrease with a stair case shape, and the en-

ergy savings due to optimal relay selection (D-CSPA and

O-CS) can be observed during the transitions of the stair

case, where R-CS requires larger number of relays. The re-

sults clearly show that the COMAC framework with D-CSPA

requires the lowest energy, followed by O-CS. The perfor-

mance improvement obtained by D-CSPA is especially ev-

ident at points where addition of a relay to the coop-

eration set is inevitable to satisfy the BER requirement.

At those points, D-CSPA causes recalculation of power as-

signment among the cooperation set, such that per-node

transmit power level is significantly reduced owing to the

added relay. However, O-CS does not employ power assign-

ment, and due this fact, whenever a new relay is inevitably
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Fig. 7. Energy-per-bit-cost of direct Zigbee in square grid topology.

Fig. 8. Throughput of COMAC and direct Zigbee in square grid topology.

Fig. 9. MAC Overhead of COMAC with D-CSPA in square grid topology.

Fig. 10. MAC Overhead of direct Zigbee in square grid topology.
required for the cooperation set to satisfy the BER require-

ment, total energy consumption is significantly increased.

For the same scenario, the energy-per-bit of the standard

Zigbee WSN with direct transmission is depicted in Fig. 7,

where the energy cost is 2–100 times higher than CO-

MAC. The energy savings of COMAC is due to improved

channel quality by cooperation, which results in reduced

number of retransmissions and minimization of the energy

costs with optimal cooperator selection and power alloca-

tion provided by D-CSPA.

In Fig. 8, the throughput performance of the COMAC

framework is depicted considering the COMAC framework

with D-CSPA, R-CS and O-CS schemes and direct transmis-

sion over Zigbee technology for square grid topology. As

depicted in these results, all cooperative schemes provide

similar throughput, since all of them are designed to sat-

isfy the reliability BER target, which is the constraint of the

optimization problem. On the other hand, standard Zigbee

WSN with direct transmission can provide only one fifth of
COMAC’s throughput, only at high SNR. Throughput of Zig-

bee WSN drops quickly to values close to zero as the SD

separation is increased.

We have evaluated the MAC overhead, which takes into

account the bandwidth consumed by all control packets

in COMAC and direct Zigbee schemes. As depicted by the

results in Fig. 9 among the cooperative schemes, COMAC

with D-CSPA has the highest control packet overhead due

to the extra fields used for carrying channel state infor-

mation in the control messages. However, this cost is still

three orders of magnitude lower than the MAC overhead of

direct Zigbee technology as shown in Fig. 10 for low SNR.

As the SNR is improved, overhead of COMAC schemes drop

due to lower number of cooperators involved and the over-

head of cooperative and direct schemes are similar. In all

cases, the ratio of the MAC overhead to throughput is sig-

nificantly lower for the COMAC schemes, due to improved

throughput.

Next, we present the performance of COMAC with D-

CSPA and direct Zigbee WSN in a random topology of
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Fig. 11. Energy-per-bit-cost of COMAC with D-CSPA for random topology.

Table 3

Throughput and delay for the random topology.

γ̄ f Throughput Average

(dB) (b/s) delay (s)

Direct COMAC Direct COMAC

Zigbee w/ D-CSPA Zigbee w/ D-CSPA

6 ∼ 0b 61658 ∞ 0.0044

8 ∼ 0 61385 ∞ 0.0046

10 185 61140 3.99 0.0045

12 730 60700 1.01 0.0046

14 1800 59250 0.38 0.0047

16 4300 61483 0.15 0.0044

18 8047 62199 0.065 0.0043

20 13106 62159 0.031 0.0042

b Significantly low value.

Fig. 12. Throughput performance for COMAC with D-CSPA employing dif-

ferent ACO timers.
10 nodes, where the results are obtained by averaging the

results of 20 network realizations for both cases. Fig. 11

depicts the energy cost of COMAC schemes, and Table 2

provides the comparison of COMAC with D-CSPA and di-

rect Zigbee WSN. It can be observed that the amount of

energy savings of COMAC in the random topology is in the

same order with the savings observed in square grid topol-

ogy, resulting in COMAC’s cost as 1/94—1/2 of the energy

cost of direct transmission.

Table 3 summarizes the throughput and delay perfor-

mances of COMAC with D-CSPA and direct Zigbee WSN

in the random topology. It is observed that the through-

put of COMAC with D-CSPA is 4—300 times that of direct

transmission, while the delay of direct Zigbee 8—800 times

higher than that of COMAC with D-CSPA. Energy, through-

put, delay and MAC overhead performance for other addi-

tional topologies, such as horizontal and vertical topologies

can be found in [46]. In all experiments, we have observed

that COMAC with D-CSPA not only offers significant energy

savings, but also provides significant throughput improve-

ment and delay reduction with minimal overhead, regard-

less of the topology and COMAC’s performance improve-

ments are similar in all topologies. Note that, especially for

low SD SNR, direct Zigbee’s delay performance is unaccept-

able for WSNs for IoT [3], whereas COMAC lends itself as a

suitable candidate for delay intolerant IoT applications.

5.2. ACO timers and ACO collision resolution

In this section, we investigate the different ACO timer

designs. Here, we consider only the vertical topology, be-
Table 2

Energy cost (nJ/b).

γ̄ f (dB) 6 8 10

Direct Zigbee ∞a ∞ 124

COMAC w/ D-CSPA 2.03 1.64 1.31

a Significantly high value.
cause it is the most challenging topology in terms of ACO

collisions due to its symmetrically located relay nodes.

Fig. 12 depicts the throughput results of COMAC with D-

CSPA using ACO timers implemented according to: pre-

defined values (τ 1), random slots (τ 2), timers based on

power assignment (τ 3), and timers based on power as-

signment and channel power (τ 4). As shown in the figure,

τ 1 provides the highest throughput due to predefined, non

overlapping timer values, yielding no ACO collisions at all.

τ 3 shows the poorest performance, since ACO timers are

adjusted according to power assignments, which are sim-

ilar in the vertical topology due to symmetric relay loca-

tions, resulting in repeated ACO collisions that end up in

direct transmission. Here, ACO collision resolution is not

implemented to point out the significance of the timer
12 14 16 18 20

31 12 5.40 2.88 1.80

1.21 1.20 0.88 0.81 0.79
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Fig. 13. Throughput performance of COMAC with ACO timer, τ 4, τ 3 with

collision resolution (CR) and direct Zigbee.

Fig. 14. Total energy consumption of COMAC with D-CSPA and coopera-

tive sleep.

Fig. 15. Computational energy consumption of COMAC with D-CSPA.
choice. The ACO timer τ 4, which makes use of the op-

timal power levels together with RD channel information

resolves this issue by differentiating the nodes via the in-

stantaneous power level of the RD channels and performs

only slightly below τ 1. In [46], the horizontal and square

grid topologies are also evaluated, showing that τ 3 and τ 4

perform similarly, slightly below τ 1, since the locations of

relay nodes do not challenging, and the random ACO timer,

τ 2 exhibits the poorest performance, due to random timers

that lead to collisions and poor selection of relays.

Then we incorporate the effect of ACO collision res-

olution, again considering this worst case ACO collision

scenario of vertically deployed nodes. In Fig. 13, the

throughput performance for τ 3 with proposed ACO col-

lision resolution scheme is plotted together with the

performance of the best timer scheme, τ 4. It can be seen

that the ACO collision resolution algorithm successfully

resolves ACO collisions as the performance approaches

the performance of τ 4, and the discrepancy is due to the

additional overhead from the second ACO epoch. Note that,

the performance of COMAC framework using all timers is

significantly above the performance of direct transmission,

and the extent of the improvement depends on the timer

design.

5.3. Cooperative sleep and computational energy

Finally, the cooperative sleep feature is evaluated by

calculating the total energy of the COMAC framework as

a function of average SNR of SD channel in the square

grid topology. Here, COMAC implements D-CSPA algorithm

with the best timer, τ 4. In calculating the total energy, in

addition to the transmit and receive costs, energy spent

during idle and sleep states are also taken into account

using the values specified in [48]. Fig. 14 depicts the

total energy consumption of COMAC with and without

sleep mode. The figure indicates that, as the number of

cooperators is increased (which corresponds to small SNR

values), energy saving due to sleep mode is decreased.
Specifically, energy saving of the system is almost 33% for

one cooperator, 25% for two cooperators and 20% for three

cooperators.

In the same topology, we have investigated the en-

ergy cost of implementing D-CSPA within COMAC by

considering the cost of computations through the total

cost of arithmetic operations and comparisons. Assum-

ing a 16-bit 1 MHz micro controller and each instruc-

tion is completed in one clock cycle, the instruction cost

is 594 pJ [50]. The total computational energy consump-

tion of the system is calculated by considering the total

number of instructions when COMAC with D-CSPA with

the sleep feature enabled per node and also consider-

ing the cost of all involved nodes. The results, shown in

Fig. 15, indicate that the computational energy cost is very

small, ranging between 0.5 and 0.76% of the total en-

ergy consumption without cooperative sleep, depending on

number of relay nodes included in the cooperation set.

When cooperative sleep is enabled, ratio of computational
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energy to total energy is slightly higher, but still negligibly

low.

Performance analysis presented in this section consider

one level of reliability QoS, i.e. one target BER level, in

a scenario with a single source-destination pair assum-

ing ideal orthogonal cooperative transmissions, in order

to prevail the improvements brought by cooperation to

state of the art WSNs via the COMAC framework with D-

CSPA. The reader can be referred to [42], for the perfor-

mance study of O-CSPA and D-CSPA with respect to differ-

ent BER target levels, and to [46] for the performance of

COMAC with D-CSPA in a scenario with multiple source-

destination pairs, as well as considering TDMA and CDMA

schemes for the cooperative transmission stage. These ex-

periments and results complement the analysis presented

here, but they are not included in this manuscript for

brevity.

6. Conclusions

COMAC is proposed as a cooperative MAC frame-

work that implements distributed cooperator selection and

power assignment (D-CSPA) algorithm for minimizing the

energy costs of low mobility WSNs, while achieving re-

liability in terms of BER. In this framework, the relay

nodes announce their cooperation decisions via ACO pack-

ets, which are coordinated by the ACO timer for the in-

cremental implementation of D-CSPA. Four different ACO

timers are designed for different cases, where different

amount of channel state information and complexity are

considered.

It is shown through extensive simulations that when

the average channel statistics and instantaneous channel

state information are available at each relay node, the

performance of the ACO timer (τ 4) turns out to be very

close to the ideal timer (τ 1), providing at least two or-

ders of magnitude improvement in the energy costs, at

least a factor of five in throughput, and up to three or-

ders of magnitude in delay, as compared to the standard

Zigbee WSNs with direct transmission. The MAC overhead

cost of COMAC is similar if not significantly smaller than

the overhead of direct Zigbee, depending on the channel

quality. Addition of a second ACO epoch and ACO colli-

sion resolution enhances the protocol performance when

deployed challenging topologies. Despite slightly lower

throughput and increased MAC overhead as compared to

the ideal COMAC with sophisticated timers (τ 1, τ 4), CO-

MAC with a simpler timer (τ 3) along with ACO collision

resolution outperforms direct transmission in all aspects.

With the cooperative sleep mode for the relay nodes, ad-

ditional energy savings of up to 33% is possible while

the throughput of the cooperative system remains un-

changed. All these performance gains are achieved with

almost no additional energy cost for computations, as

computational energy is only 0.5% of the total energy

cost.

In summary, the COMAC framework is a strong candi-

date for improving the state of the art of Zigbee WSNs for

IoT. COMAC brings about significant performance improve-

ments with very simple changes in the MAC layer to en-

able optimal cooperation in the physical layer.
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